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Dahryn Trivedi

Dahryn has demonstrated remarkable results 
that reach far beyond the imagination of science 

in her ability to transform living organisms and 
non-living materials, such as 

.

changing the 
structure of the atom, the physical constants of 

materials, and much more

ABOUT

Dahryn Trivedi is an American-born enlightened 

spiritual leader, inspiring international speaker, 


and co-founder of Divine Connection, offering an 

unprecedented, scientifically proven life-changing 

solution for personal development to bring success, 

health, wealth, happiness, and a better quality of life. 



Alongside her guru and husband, Guruji


Mahendra Trivedi, the founder and pioneer of 


the Trivedi Effect®, they are on a mission to bridge 

science, religion, and spirituality by scientifically 

validating the existence of God. Dahryn Trivedi 

devotes her time to expanding and promoting 

awareness about the power and potential of 


Divine Blessings for higher consciousness.

Their research on Divine Blessings is indexed in more than 2,000 universities worldwide, including Harvard, Stanford, MIT, 

Oxford, and Cambridge, as well as the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The over 6,000 science experiments resulting in more 

than 660 peer-reviewed science publications in multiple arenas of life sciences and materials science have led to several clinical 

trials, proving the impact of Divine Blessings on a wide range of parameters measuring health and well-being. The results were 

inexplicably profound, as evidenced by the participants' better health, well-being, prosperity, happiness, and overall better quality 

of life, analyzed through over 100 blood health parameters and psychological parameters. 

https://hollis.harvard.edu/primo-explore/search?query=creator,exact,Mahendra%20Trivedi,OR&query=creator,exact,Trivedi,%20Mahendra%20Kumar,OR&query=creator,exact,Mahendra%20Kumar%20Trivedi,OR&query=creator,exact,Kumar%20Trivedi,%20Mahendra,OR&query=creator,exact,Mahendra%20Kumar%20T,OR&query=creator,exact,Trivedi,%20MK,AND&pfilter=pfilter,exact,articles,AND&tab=everything&search_scope=everything&sortby=rank&vid=HVD2&mfacet=lang,exclude,kor,1&mfacet=lang,exclude,chi,1&mfacet=lang,exclude,jpn,1&mfacet=jtitle,exclude,Zenodo,1&mode=advanced&offset=0&searchInFulltext=false
https://www.figma.com/exit?url=https%3A%2F%2Fidiscover.lib.cam.ac.uk%2Fprimo-explore%2Fsearch%3Fquery%3Dcreator%2Cexact%2CTrivedi%2C%2520Mahendra%2520Kumar%2COR%26query%3Dcreator%2Cexact%2CMahendra%2520Trivedi%2COR%26query%3Dcreator%2Cexact%2CKumar%2520Trivedi%2C%2520Mahendra%2COR%26query%3Dcreator%2Cexact%2CMahendra%2520Kumar%2520Trivedi%2CAND%26tab%3Donline_res%26search_scope%3DSCOP_ONLINE%26sortby%3Drank%26vid%3D44CAM_PROD%26lang%3Den_US%26mode%3Dadvanced%26offset%3D0%26pcAvailability%3Dtrue
https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/discovery/search?query=creator,exact,Trivedi,%20Mahendra%20Kumar,OR&query=creator,exact,Kumar%20Trivedi,%20Mahendra,AND&pfilter=rtype,exact,articles,AND&tab=Everything&search_scope=MyInst_and_CI&sortby=rank&vid=44OXF_INST:SOLO&lang=en&mode=advanced&offset=0&pcAvailability=true
https://mit.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/discovery/search?query=creator,exact,Trivedi,%20Mahendra%20Kumar,OR&query=creator,exact,Kumar%20Trivedi,%20Mahendra,AND&pfilter=lang,exact,eng,AND&pfilter=rtype,exact,articles,AND&tab=all&search_scope=cdi&sortby=rank&vid=01MIT_INST:MIT&facet=jtitle,exclude,Zenodo&lang=en&mode=advanced&offset=0&pcAvailability=true&searchInFulltext=true
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=mahendra%20trivedi&sort=date&ac=yes
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Dahryn is a shining light of hope to those seeking true 

happiness, wellness, and fulfillment. Dahryn deeply 

understands the human condition, the nature of the soul, 

and the power of the mind. Her teachings use the principles 

of science, religion, and consciousness, and she has helped 

thousands of people discover their true potential and live a 

life of purpose, happiness, and profound well-being.

Dahryn Trivedi is a true visionary, 
ushering in a new era by integrating 
science, religion, and consciousness to 
vastly improve the human condition. She 
has shared her message at NASDAQ and 
has been featured in American national 
media, including ABC, NBC, Fox, the CW, 
and Business World.

IN V IT E  DA HR YN  TO SPEA K

Similar to how the performance of a computer connected to a 1000 Mbps internet connection functions with greater 

superiority to the same computer connected to a 1 Mbps internet connection, a stronger Divine Connection through 

Dahryn's Blessings boosts superior human performance.

Dahryn has impacted the lives of thousands of people 

worldwide. People who have received Dahryn's Divine 

Blessings have reported seemingly endless benefits, leading 

to accelerated personal and professional growth. They claim 

to feel they have access to a whole new dimension of well-

being that was not even thought to exist before.

Dahryn is a living example of the ultimate frontier in human potential, whereby Divine Grace can be 

harnessed through reaching higher states of consciousness. Through her Divine Blessings, Dahryn 

connects people to the God of their understanding to strengthen their Divine Connection, optimizing 

their potential in nearly every aspect of their lives.

https://divineconnection.com/

